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A treat for all senses
In July, the warmest month, some shorebirds and even a few warbler species will actually begin to head south

The preparations and toil of
spring begin to bear fruit in July.
Eggs are now fledged birds; the
early flowers have become ripe
berries; tadpoles
have grown into
small frogs; and
the once-green
roadsides are now
a riot of colour
and floral diversity.
July is a treat
for all of our senses. Early in the
month, the warm,
humid air is
OUR
CHANGING replete with the
sweet smell of
SEASONS
milkweed and
Drew Monkman basswood flowers.
Our palates, too,
are well-served in
July as strawberries, raspberries,
tomatoes and the first sweet corn
become available. The serene,
haunting song of the thrush gives
beauty to early summer evenings,
while the voices of bullfrogs and
whip-poor-wills take over as darkness falls. Although the annual
cycle of bird song is winding down
now, an orchestra of insects is
beginning to fill the void.
This, the warmest month of the
year, brings hot, humid and thundery weather. Afternoons shake
and tremble with intense thunderstorms whose gift of rain is often
too short and violent to be of much
benefit to the thirsty soil. The fact
that the sun is rising and setting a
little farther to the south each day
largely goes unnoticed as we go
about enjoying the summer weather. But, like a cruel joke, some
shorebirds and even a few warbler
species will actually begin to head
south this month. And so the
wheel of the year continues to
turn, allowing us very little time
to simply sit back and admire the
fresh, new world around us.
The following almanac provides
an overview of the events in our
flora, fauna, weather and sky that
are typical of July. The dates, of
course, can change somewhat from
one year to the next, depending on
the vagaries of the weather. The
general order of events should
remain the same, however. The
box in front of each date can be
used to check off the events that
you witness.
■ 1 Starlings and crows flock up
and roost in huge, noisy swarms.
The birds are particularly loud in
the evening, when they move to
roosting sites.
■ 2 Ox-eye daisies dominate roadsides in early July, accompanied
by other non-native species such
as purple vetch, orange hawkweed
and viper’s-bugloss.
■ 3 Baby striped skunks, groundhogs, red foxes and raccoons are
often seen along roadsides, in
campgrounds and even in suburban backyards.
■ 4 Common milkweed flowers,
and its rich, sweet scent fills the
early summer air.
■ 5 Several species of orchids
bloom, including rose pogonia, a
wetland plant.
■ 6 Bird song is becomes noticeably muted by early July. Mates
have been found, claims to territory settled and many young already
fledged.

■ 7 The crimson berries of the redberried elder mature and are usually gobbled up by hungry birds
within a week or so.
■ 8 The buzzy, electric song of the
cicada starts to fill the void left by
the decrease in daytime bird song.
Some people know them as heatbugs.
■ 9 Veeries, wood thrushes and
hermit thrushes still sing their
clear, serene songs on early summer evenings. Unfortunately, one
voice, the echoing call of the whippoor-will, has become much less
common.
■ 10 Roadkill on our highways is
very noticeable. The carnage is
partly due to the large number of
young mammals which must
range widely in search of food and/
or a new territory.
■ 11 Family groups of common
mergansers are often seen feeding
and traveling along shorelines on
lakes in the northern Kawarthas.
Broods of mergansers sometimes
combine, and it is not uncommon
to see a female with a parade of
more than 20 young in tow.
■ 12 Basswood trees flower and
attract a multitude of bees which
feed heavily on the tree’s nectar
and pollen. The basswood’s gentle
fragrance is transferred to the
bees’ honey and wax.
■ 13 Caspian terns start showing
up on our larger lakes. Most of
these birds are slowly making
their way from Lake Huron breeding colonies down to Lake Ontario.
■ 14 White sweet clover reigns
supreme along roadsides in midJuly. Also watch for Queen
Anne’s lace, black-eyed Susan and
various cinquefoils and St. John’sworts.
■ 15 Swallows start congregating
on telephone wires, especially in
the vicinity of farms.
■ 16 The Summer Triangle and
Milky Way dominate the night
sky. The Milky Way is best seen
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A chalk-fronted skimmer (above).
This dragonfly is sometimes
called ‘the corporal’ because of
its military-style shoulder stripes.
Look for it near marshy lakes and
wetlands. At left, a viceroy butterfly feeds on the abundant nectar
of purple loosestrife.The viceroy
mimics the evil-tasting monarch
in appearance as a means of protection from enemies.

from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m.
■ 17 The first southward-bound
semipalmated sandpipers, pectoral
sandpipers and greater yellowlegs
begin to pass through. They are
most easily seen at Presqu’ile
Provincial Park.
■ 18 Purple loosestrife blooms
prolifically. Loosestrife infestations lead to a reduction in native
plant communities and the wildlife
that depends on them.
■ 19 Fritillary, hairstreak and
skipper butterflies are the stars of
the butterfly show this month.
■ 20 A wide variety of dragonflies
and damselflies is on the wing in
July. Among the most common are
the beaverpond baskettail, the dottailed whiteface and the chalkfronted skimmer.
■ 21 Although the days are growing shorter, sunset (8:50 p.m.) is
only about 10 minutes earlier now
than it was at the summer solstice
in June. Sunrise (5:49 a.m.) is 20
minutes later.

■ 22 This is our warmest month,
with hot, humid and often thundery weather. July is therefore
prime lightning season. Almost
three-quarters of lightning strikes
occur between noon and 6 p.m.
■ 23 Deer flies and horse flies
_■
are very common in July. Deer
flies can be identified by their
black-spotted wings and their
habit of persistently buzzing
around your head.
■ 24 Queen Anne’s lace (wild carrot) has taken over as the predominant roadside flower. Other common species right now include
bouncing bet, smooth hawk’sbeard, fireweed and various thistles and knapweeds.
■ 25 The branches of cherries,
honeysuckles and dogwoods bow
over with ripe berries.
■ 26 Young frogs transform into
adults and leave their natal ponds.
Tiny wood frogs, spring peepers
and American toads can usually be
found in moist areas of the forest

floor from July through September.
■ 27 Being opposite the high-riding summer sun, the summer
moon travels low in the southern
sky. This means that summer
moon shadows are much longer
than those of winter.
■ 28 Young ospreys leave the
nest in late July or early August
but return for feeding and roosting
for about seven days.
■ 29 By month’s end, farmers are
harvesting winter wheat. Local
sweet corn and tomatoes are usually available as well.
■ 30 Green frogs and bullfrogs
call until late July or early
August, when the amphibian chorus finally comes to an end.
■ 31 Pegasus, the signature constellation of fall, becomes visible
along the northeastern horizon in
the late evening. Along with July’s
migrating shorebirds, the arrival
of Pegasus reminds us to enjoy
summer now because it won’t last!
Drew Monkman is a Peterborough teacher and author of
Nature’s Year in the
Kawarthas. He can be reached
at dmonkman1@cogeco.ca.
Terry Carpenter is an awardwinning local nature photographer. Go to www3.sympatico.
ca/terrycarpenter/ to see more
of his photographs and to contact him.

Death of Windows 98 creates problems
New and improved are
tures and better networkpretty subjective terms
ing capabilities. I still use
when it comes to technology
a computer running Winand the Internet. Replacing
dows ME at work, and if
a piece of software isn’t
you aren’t a power gamer,
much of an improvement if
just browse the Internet,
you are perfectly happy
send e-mail, and type docuwith the older version. The
ments, then both operating
change becomes even more
systems work just fine.
onerous if you are forced to
However, Microsoft is
accept the replacement
proceeding with its plans,
under the threat of dire
put on hold two years ago,
ONLINE
consequences.
to discontinue all technical
Ray Saitz
However, this is the situasupport for Win 98 and ME
tion which will soon face
on July 11. Microsoft refers
anyone using a computer running
to it as the operating system’s lifethe Windows 98 or Windows Milcycle expiration date. The official
lennium Edition (ME) operating
notification website (http://supsystem; they will have to change,
port.microsoft.com/gp/lifean18)
or accept whatever bad things hap- warns that, as of the July date,
pen. Worse yet, even people not
security updates will be discontinusing one of these operating sysued. If you are using one of the
tems could be affected by the whole aging systems and decide to keep
situation.
it, you could be placing your comWindows 98 was the highly sucputer at severe risk. There is
cessful replacement for Windows
already a known security flaw in
95, which always seemed like an
Internet Explorer running on
ongoing experiment to make a
either system that will not be
Windows computer look and act
fixed, and the future does not look
like an Apple Macintosh. The Milgood.
lennium Edition was released in
Without security updates the
2000 and added some useful feaoperating systems will become

open prey for unscrupulous hackers who will turn their attentions
to finding exploitable flaws, confident that no fixes will be forthcoming to thwart their efforts.
Most computers sold in the past
few years have come with Windows
XP and, according to the latest
statistics at HitsLink (http://marketshare.hitslink.com), the Windows 98 and ME operating systems
account for slightly less than five
per cent of all computers. It doesn’t
sound like much, but that’s more
than the total number of Macintosh and Linux operating systems,
which are Microsoft’s only competitors. That’s a lot of computers and,
unless all of them have the latest
anti-virus software to protect
them, eventually many of them
may be compromised and used to
spew spam, launch attacks on commercial websites, and perhaps
even give up their owners’ passwords and personal information.
Unfortunately, if you are running
Win 98 or ME, the fix is not easy,
and will range from fairly expensive to very expensive. At a base
level, you could purchase a Windows XP upgrade and then spend

the time installing it, if you know
how, or pay someone to do it. The
bill could add up to nearly $300 in
total. That’s a lot of money just to
install another operating system to
run your old programs, which may
not even run under Windows XP.
This also assumes that your aging
computer has enough memory and
processor power to run Windows
XP.
The other solution is to buy
another computer with a modern
operating system. This will then
involve setting it up and moving
all of your important files from
your old computer to the new one,
which could get pretty expensive if
you have to pay a computer technician to do it.
If you choose to continue using
Win 98 or ME, I would avoid using
it on the Internet, which will pretty well make it a glorified typewriter and, upgrading an old computer doesn’t seem economically
sound.
It would appear that there will
be a lot of unhappy computer owners after July 11. Welcome to the
world of technology and obsolescence.

Ray Saitz, a Peterborough
resident and teacher, writes a
weekly column on the Internet.
He can be reached at
rayser3@cogeco.ca.

Tomorrow
Enjoy a taste of the world on
Canada Day at Del Crary
Park. Look for the story on
tomorrow’s Food page.

